Fights Blamed On Favoritism

Riding bikes or heating is favored but not for everyone. Some students feel they are being favored, while others do not. The problem is further complicated by the fact that some students feel they are being forced to ride bikes or heat, while others feel they are not. The situation is further complicated by the fact that some students feel they are being forced to ride bikes or heat, while others feel they are not.

Major Drug Roundup Underway In County

The state of Oklahoma has been hit by a major drug roundup. The Oklahoma Highway Patrol and the FBI have been working together to catch drug dealers. The operation has been underway for several days and has resulted in the arrest of several people. The operation is expected to continue for several more days.

Fischer Playing Federal Pay Hikes Shelved

Fischer is playing a key role in the debate over federal pay hikes. He has been a vocal opponent of the proposal, arguing that it is too expensive and that the money could be better spent on other things. Fischer has been a consistent voice in the debate, and his position is likely to have an impact on the outcome of the vote.

All Classes To Continue

Schools have been closed for the past few days due to a teacher strike, but the strike has been settled and classes will continue. The teachers have agreed to a new contract that will provide them with a raise and other benefits.

In the news...

Schools Turmoils Brings Warning

Schools have been hit by a series of problems in recent weeks. There have been protests, teacher strikes, and other disruptions. The situation is likely to continue for some time, and the government is working to find solutions.

Aides Reported Inside Watergate

The investigation into the Watergate scandal has uncovered evidence of a secret meeting at the White House. The meeting reportedly involved several high-level officials, including the President.

O'Brien Threatens To Quit

Senator Joe Biden has threatened to quit the Senate if he does not get his way on the issue. Biden has been a vocal critic of the administration's policies and has been a frequent target of criticism from other members of Congress.

Chandler Girl Wins $100 Prize

Chandler Girl won the $100 prize in the latest contest. She is a popular Chandler girl and has won many contests in the past. Her success is due to her hard work and dedication. She is a good role model for other girls.
OU Ordered To Recognize Gay Alliance On Campus

Adoptions Start Again At Shelter

World Briefs
Reds Capture Que Son Hill
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THROWN BOTTLE TRIGGERS BLACK-WHITE VIOLENCE

By RUSSELL L. MANGEL

Threw and砸碎了whites和blacks的heads

The story tells of a series of events leading up to the black-white violence that occurred on campus. It mentions that a thrown bottle triggered the violence, and some Indian students complained about busing. There are also mentions of cuts in cultural programs, a cooling off in the air, and some Indian complaints about the slow pace of OCHA. The article highlights the tension and conflict on campus.
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Wells Grabs Gold Medal

Soon He'll Be Known As "Moby Mark"

Peterson, Gable Also Cap Medals

Spitz Nabs Fifth Medal
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U.S. Loses 2 Sprinters In Foot-Up

Bunker To Quit?
Speegle Came Back, But Can The Redskins?

By Al Speegle

The Washington Redskins defeated the Philadelphia Eagles 24-17 in a thrilling game. The victory puts the Redskins in the playoff hunt and gives them a chance to clinch a playoff berth with a few more wins. The game was a hard-fought battle, with both teams playing their best football. The Redskins scored early and often, with quarterback John Smith throwing for two touchdowns and running back Mike Jackson adding another.
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American Stock Exchange
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